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Why do  geosc i ence 

professional society

memberships still linger at 

10-15% women, even though

females have been graduating

from US Universities at roughly

50% since the mid-1980’s? Do

the senior staff at companies

also reflect this demographic? 

This session explores the

oppor tuni t i e s  we  might 

be missing because of this

potential gender “chasm”, and

what can we do to continue to

embed the case for diversity in

the geosciences?

The November HGS luncheon is 

dedicated to sharing perspectives on

experiences of women

in Geoscience, and to

discussing what we can

do to help nurture and

retain this critical part

of the workforce. This

session will be comprised of a series

of brief presentations through the

eyes of female geoscientists. We will

share perspectives on:

• What are the experiences of women in the

geosciences, and what changes have evolved

over the past few decades?

• How have networking and other support mecha-

nisms helped retain professional women?

• What can we do to keep improve our discipline’s

track record of nurturing and retaining women in

the discipline?

We will also discuss these topics in a facilitated 

session. 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009
Petroleum Club • 800 Bell (downtown) 
Social 11:15 AM, Luncheon 11:30 AM

Cost: $30 pre-registered members; $35 for non-members & walk-ups;
Emeritus/Life/Honorary: $15; Students: FREE
To guarantee a seat, you must pre-register on the HGS website (www.hgs.org)
and pre-pay with a credit card. 
Pre-registration without payment will not be accepted. 
You may still walk up and pay at the door, if extra seats are available.
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All HGS members and interested people are invited and 

encouraged to join us. We look forward to an insightful 

discussion and an opportunity to focus and learn about a topic

that is vitally important to engaging, including and inspiring all

21st Century Geologists. �

Biographical Sketch
DEN I S E BUTL ER i s  cu r ren t l y

employed by Shell Exploration &

Production Company in Houston,

TX as the Exploration Discipline

Chief for Geology & Geophysics EP

Americas. In this role, she provides

functional leadership and guidance

for all exploration geologists and

geophysicists in North & South

America. Denise joined Shell in

2001 from PennzEnergy (Pennzoil) where she was the Geology

Manager for the Technology Division. Denise holds a Master’s

degree in Geology from Tulane University and has 27 years of

professional experience in the oil and gas industry, all in

upstream exploration and production. Prior to coming to Shell

she held various positions with Chevron, BP and Pennzoil work-

ing with both domestic and international basins. She is currently

serving on the Advisory Council for Jackson School of

Geosciences, University of Texas and the AAPG Education

Committee. Current memberships include the Women’s Energy

Network, AAPG, HGS, SEPM, and GCS-SEPM. 

CINDY YEILDING earned her MSc in

1984 from the University of North

Carolina after receiving a BS in

Geology from SMU. She has worked

as an exploration, production,

appraisal and well site operations

geoscientist and is currently BP's

Exploration Renewal Manager,

Offshore US. Her most recent roles

include Chief Geoscientist for the

Gulf of Mexico, Global Geoscience Technology and R&D

Manager for BP, and Exploration Leadership positions in the US

and Venezuela. 

She has developed and led short courses and field seminars, and

in 2002-2003 she served as an AAPG (American Association of

Petroleum Geologists) Distinguished Lecturer. She has also

chaired numerous AAPG sessions and presented numerous tech-

nical talks. Her primary research has been in salt sediment

interactions and exploration of deepwater clastic deposystems,

with development, access, and testing of new plays.


